
Title: Executive Fashion Designer

Average Capital Requirement: N50, 000
Summary:   Fashion designing or better known as tailoring is a traditional business in Nigeria and one 
which would always bring in returns, depending on how current one is in the fashion world. Executive 
fashion designer is one who does the business end of fashion designing, with little knowledge of the act of 
sewing but with the best of marketing skills and fashion information. This business is guaranteed to earn 
you up to N200,000 per month depending on drive for success. 

Introduction:
Executive fashion designer’s job is to make available the best of tailored dress to busy clients who 
wouldn’t have time to reach the everyday tailor at a reasonable price, impeccable delivery time and 
according to specifications. This is simple enough when you know the right market, the right material 
suppliers and the best tailors.
Required Resources

 Personnel
- At least 5 very exceptional tailors
- Trustworthy clothing material salespersons
- Delivery person (optional)

 Capital
- Cost to cover marketing
- Cost of Basic Training

Required Skills
- Good marketing skills
- Knowledge of most recent trends in fashion
- Knowledge of people and places 
- Basic knowledge of tailoring (Basically how to take measurements of different styles)

Full description of Operations
 Business operation

1. Marketing: Armed with latest design catalog and unique clothe sample catalog, an 
executive fashion designer visits choice places such as banks, high profile companies and 
entertainment centers. The targets are high class women and men, celebrities and busy 
executives, don’t worry if you can’t meet the busy executives at you first try, your main 
objective is to get one customer per place, fashion has a way of advertizing itself. Once, 
your first job is perfect, you have everyone in that organization drinking from your palm. 
You should also have your complimentary card, some may not be able to make up their 
mind immediately but with your card, they can always call you.



2. Choosing and Pricing: Your client chooses from your catalog and you both agree on the 
price, then you take the measurements as professional as possible. Note that your price 
includes:

a.  Cost of material (for client buying materials from you)
b. Cost of sewing
c. Cost of delivery

On each of this cost you should earn profit well deserving of the efforts you put in, best 
practices, make sure your price is 70% cost of production and 30% profit. However, you 
will make more sales if your clothing materials are not common and your work is timed 
perfect. Payment mode should be discussed, often with at least 70% upfront and the 
remaining 30% on delivery. 

3. Sewing: it is not your job to sew the clothes, you are an executive; your job is more of 
marketing and finding the best person for the job. Depending on the style, budget and 
delivery time you identify which of your ‘tailors’ can do the job with the least 
supervision. You have to know that even though you are not the one sewing, you are still 
the one assuming responsibility with your client (to your client you are the one sewing). 
With tailors, there is a lot of follow up to be done, so you have to stay in touch to ensure 
the style and delivery time is inch perfect.

4. Delivery: I always suggest that your delivery should be a day or two earlier than 
schedule, this is always an ice-breaker with doubters that might be in that organization. 
Deliver personally (or send delivery person) and get paid your balance.

 Objectives
To provide tailoring service as professionally as possible
To serve as a preferred fashion designer for the busy everyday client
To make available the latest designs in the fashion world
To get the best and most affordable tailors and make them work efficiently
To do all the above profitably

 Benefits
It allows you to go into fashion without going through the rigorous training
It is an avenue for people who are creative to express their creativity profitable
It brings to fore individual’s marketing skills
The business is self sufficient once you have a minimum customer base
You are your own boss and you dictate your own schedule



 Possible Limitations and solutions
Creativity: if you are not really creative, you can get catalogs, follow fashion blogs, instagram 
pages to keep up to date with trends.
Marketing: Marketing might be a little difficult if you are not the extrovert type. That’s where 
flyers and complimentary cards might come in handy, the goal is to convince one nice person and 
give that person your flyer or complimentary card then deliver on your promise, the person 
automatically spreads the news for you. You could also hirer marketers depending on your startup 
budget.

 Getting good tailors to use: Good tailors abound, however knowing them might be the work. The 
best approach is to meet people you see who wear good tailored dresses, get details of their tailors 
then go to the tailors shop for first hand view of all their works and discuss. For safety sake have 
at least 5 tailors, most importantly the tailors must be those that listen to instructions, since you 
will be working strictly based on specifications. 
Payment Schedule: Most office persons tends to want to pay towards end of the month, hence 
ensure your first payment is sufficient to cover the cost of business, 70:30 as discussed earlier.

Financial Analysis
 Cost

Cost of catalog of designs ranging from N1000 to N2000 at least 5, also you can strictly get your 
designs online by following fashion instagram pages like Bella Naija, download the pictures and 
have a folder for them on your device (phone)

Cost of catalog of materials: this can be a little tactical as you have to relate well with clothing 
materials sales persons. What you need are pieces of lovely clothing materials and with a promise 
of coming back to buy from them should be an ice-breaker to get what you want free of charge. 
So just make your catalog with the pieces, stapled in a booklet and labeled for identification and 
reference purposes.

Cost of basic tailoring training: Full tailoring training cost between N15,000 to N60,000 which 
can span from between 3months and 2years. However, since it is just the basic knowledge (taking 
measurements) you require, the cost often ranges between N3000 to N10,000 spanning between 
2days and 7days.

Cost of flyers and complementary card: a pack (50) of designed complimentary card cost about 
N3000 while flyer a pack of 100 cost about N3000. Kindly note that this depends on the quality 
you want. The higher the quality the more expensive they become.
Cost of Marketing: No particular price-tag can be put on this as it depends on distance you are 
willing to cover for your marketing. If you leave on Lagos Mainland and you want to market on 
Lagos Island for example, will cost you more than just marketing within your locality. However, 
going to choice areas like Lagos Island, would mean increase revenue and profit.

 Revenue
Your revenue is based on how many job you are able to get within a month. With your profit 
expected to be at least 30% of your total charges, an average transaction for sewing without 
materials cost a minimum average of between 10,000 to 15,000 depending on the style to be sew 
and the cost of materials to be used. Using an average of N15,000 charge, expected profit is 
around N5000, 10 transactions a week means N50,000 in profit and N200,000 in profit/month. 
You can even make more depending on your customer quality, marketing ability and brand 
creation.



Future Forecast
 Prospects

 You can have your own clothing line
 Boutique that sells exclusive wears as designed by you
 Develop a brand that goes beyond the boundaries of this nation, starting with your own 

label and crest
 Have your own tailoring outfit where you coordinate the sewing as well as training of 

tailors
Conclusion
Fashion like food is one business that has lots of room to grow, especially if one is fully committed to it.
References
For Service consultation contact us via mail at Icriticizedotnet@gmail.com or call within hours +234-
8056433797 
Note that this may attract service charge.
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